We model demand for non-instrumental information, drawing on the idea that people derive entertainment utility from suspense and surprise. A period has more suspense if the variance of the next period's beliefs is greater. A period has more surprise if the current belief is further from the last period's belief. Under these definitions, we analyze the optimal way to reveal information over time so as to maximize expected suspense or surprise experienced by a Bayesian audience. We apply our results to the design of mystery novels, political primaries, casinos, game shows, auctions, and sports. * We would like to thank
Introduction
People frequently seek non-instrumental information. They follow international news and sports even when no contingent actions await. We postulate that a component of this demand for non-instrumental information is its entertainment value. It is exciting to refresh the New York Times webpage to find out whether Gaddafi has been captured and to watch a baseball pitch with full count and bases loaded.
In this paper, we formalize the idea that information provides entertainment and we analyze the optimal way to reveal information over time so as to maximize expected suspense or surprise experienced by a rational Bayesian audience. Our analysis informs two distinct sets of issues.
First, in a number of industries, provision of entertainment is a crucial service. Mystery novels, soap operas, sports events, and casinos all create value by revealing information over time in a manner that makes the experience more exciting. Of course, in each of these cases information revelation is bundled with other valuable features of the good -elegant prose, skilled acting, impressive athleticism, attractive waitstaff -but information revelation is the common component of these seemingly disparate industries. Moreover, entertainment is an important part of modern life. The American Time Use Survey reveals that adults in the United States spend roughly one fifth of their waking hours consuming entertainment (Aguiar, Hurst, and Karabarbounis (2011) ).
Second, even if obtained for non-instrumental reasons, information can have substantial social consequences. Consider politics. As Downs (1957) has emphasized, the efficacy of democratic political systems is limited by voters' ignorance. This is particularly problematic because individual voters, who are unlikely to be pivotal, have little instrumental reason to obtain information about the candidates. Despite this lack of a direct incentive, many voters do in fact follow political news and watch political debates, thus becoming an informed electorate. A potential explanation is that the political process unfolds in a way that generates enjoyable suspense and surprise. Developing models of entertainment-based demand for non-instrumental information will thus inform the analysis of social issues, such as voting, that seem unrelated to entertainment.
In our model, there is a finite state space and a finite number of periods. The principal (the designer) reveals information about the state to the agent (the audience) over time.
Specifically, the principal chooses the information policy: signals about the state, contingent on the current period and the current belief. The agent observes the realization of each signal and forms beliefs by Bayes' rule. The agent has preferences over the stochastic path of his beliefs. A period generates more suspense if the variance of next period's beliefs is greater. A period generates more surprise if the current belief is further from last period's belief. The agent's utility in each period is an increasing function of suspense or surprise experienced in that period, and the principal seeks to maximize the expected undiscounted sum of per-period utilities.
To fix ideas, consider Figure 1 below. We plot the path of estimated beliefs about the winners of the 2011 US Open Semifinals over the course of these two tennis matches. Panel (a) shows Djoković versus Federer, and Panel (b) shows Murray versus Nadal. 1 The match between Djoković and Federer was exciting, with dramatic lead changes and key missed opportunities; Federer had multiple match points but went on to lose. In contrast, there was much less drama between Murray and Nadal, as Nadal dominated from the outset.
Our model formalizes the notion that Federer-Djoković generated more suspense and more surprise than Murray-Nadal. We consider the problem of designing an optimal information policy, subject to a given prior and number of periods. We show that the suspense-optimal policy leads to decreasing residual uncertainty over time. Suspense is constant across periods and there is no variability in ex post suspense. This constant suspense is generated by asymmetric belief-swings -"plot twists" -which become both larger and less likely as time passes. The state is not fully revealed until the final period. One implication of our results is that most existing sports cannot be suspense-optimal; we offer specific guidance on rules that would make sports more suspenseful.
Assuming additional structure, we also study the information policy that maximizes expected surprise. Under this policy, residual uncertainty may go up or down over time.
Surprise in each period is variable, as is the ex post total surprise. In contrast to the suspense-optimal policy, when there are many periods the beliefs shift only a small amount in each period. There is a positive probability that the state is fully revealed before the final period. These features imply that a surprise-optimizing principal faces substantial commitment problems.
The previous results apply to the setting where the principal has no constraints on the technology by which she reveals information to the agent. We also briefly consider some specific constrained problems such as seeding teams in a tournament, determining the number of games in a finals series, and ordering sequential contests such as political primaries.
Our paper connects with four lines of research. It primarily contributes to the nascent literature on the design of informational environments. Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) consider a static version of our model 2 where a principal chooses an arbitrary signal to reveal to an agent, who then takes an action that affects the welfare of both players. In that case, the principal has a value function over the agent's single-period posterior; 3 our principal has a value function over the agent's multi-period belief martingale. In this sense our model shares features with Hörner and Skrzypacz (2011) who study a privately informed agent who is selling information to an investor. A scheme in which the agent sells information gradually maximizes the agent's ex ante incentives to acquire information.
In a broader sense, our paper also contributes to the literature on micro-foundations of preferences. Stigler and Becker (1977) advocate a research agenda of decomposing seemingly fundamental preferences into their constituent parts. This approach has been applied in a variety of settings, e.g., to demand for advertised (Becker and Murphy (1993) ) and addictive (Becker and Murphy (1988) ) goods. We apply it to drama-based entertainment.
At first glance it may seem that the question of why one mystery novel is more enjoyable than another or the question of what makes a sports game exciting is outside the purview of economics; such judgments may seem based on tastes that are inscrutable, like the preference for vanilla over chocolate ice cream. As our analysis reveals, however, reconceptualizing these judgments as being (partly) based on a taste for suspense and surprise reveals new insights about entertainment and demand for non-instrumental information more generally.
Third, our paper contributes to the literature on preferences over the timing of resolution of uncertainty. The original treatment of this subject goes back to Kreps and Porteus (1978) . They axiomatize a representation of preferences for early or late resolution. Caplin and Leahy (2001) apply this framework to a setting where individuals have preferences over anticipatory emotions. They point out that agents might bet on their favorite team so as to increase the amount of suspense they will experience while watching a sports game. Kőszegi and Rabin (2009) and Dillenberger (2010) model agents who prefer one-shot rather than gradual revelation of information.
Finally, there is a small formal literature on suspense and surprise per se. Chan, Courty, and Li (2009) define suspense as valuing contestants' efforts more when the game is close and demonstrate that preference for suspense increases the appeal of rank-order incentive schemes over linear ones. The definition of surprise of Geanakoplos (1996) is similar to ours. He considers a psychological game (Geanakoplos, Pearce, and Stacchetti (1989)) where a principal wants to surprise an agent. Specifically, he examines the Hangman's Paradox (Gardner (1969) ), the problem of choosing a date on which to hang a prisoner so that the prisoner is surprised. In his setting, the principal has no commitment power, so surprise is not possible in equilibrium. Borwein, Borwein, and Maréchal (2000) give the principal commitment power, and derive the surprise-optimal probabilities for hanging at each date. 4
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the model.
Section 3 discusses the interpretation of the model. Section 4 and Section 5 derive the suspense-and surprise-optimal information policies. Section 6 compares these policies.
Section 7 considers constrained problems. Section 8 concludes.
4 Let pt denote the conditional probability of being hanged on day t, given that the prisoner is still alive. They define surprise in period t as the entropy (− log pt) if the prisoner is hanged, and 0 otherwise.
A model of suspense and surprise
We develop a model in which a principal reveals information over time about the state of the world to an agent.
Preferences, beliefs, and technology
There is a finite state space Ω. A typical state is denoted ω. A typical belief is denoted by µ ∈ ∆ (Ω); µ ω designates the probability of ω. The prior is µ 0 . Let t ∈ {0, 1, ..., T } denote the period.
A signal π maps the state to a distribution over a finite signal realization space S, i.e., π : Ω → ∆ (S). An information policyπ is a function that maps the current period and the current belief into a signal. LetΠ denote the set of all information policies. 5
Any information policy generates a stochastic path of beliefs about the state. A belief martingaleμ is a sequence (μ t ) T t=0 s.t. (i)μ t ∈ ∆ (∆ (Ω)) for all t, (ii)μ 0 is degenerate at µ 0 , and (iii) E [μ t | µ 0 , ..., µ t−1 ] = µ t−1 for all t ∈ {1, ..., T }. A realization of a belief martingale is a belief path η = (µ t ) T t=0 . Given the current belief µ t , a signal induces a distribution of posteriorsμ t+1 s.t. E [μ t+1 ] = µ t . Hence, an information policy induces a belief martingale. We denote the belief martingale induced by information policyπ (given the prior µ 0 ) by π | µ 0 .
There are two players: the agent and the principal. The agent has preferences over his belief path and the belief martingale. The agent has a preference for suspense if his utility for some increasing function u (·) with u(0) = 0. So suspense is induced by variance over the next period's beliefs, and surprise by change from the previous belief to the current 5 The assumption that S is finite is innocuous since Ω is finite. The assumption thatπ depends only on the current belief and period, rather than the full history, is without loss of generality in the sense that memoryless policies do not restrict the set of feasible outcomes.
one.
We will frequently focus on the baseline specification where suspense is the standard deviation ofμ t+1 (aggregated across states) and surprise is the Euclidean distance between µ t and µ t−1 . This corresponds to setting u(x) = √ x.
The principal chooses the information policy to maximize the agent's expected utility.
If the agent has a preference for suspense, the principal solves
If the agent has a preference for surprise, the principal solves
Note that the choice of the information policy affects the value of the objective function only through the belief martingale it induces. The additional details of the information policy are irrelevant for payoffs. Thus, it is convenient to recast the optimization problem as a direct choice of the belief martingale. An extension of the argument in Proposition 1 of Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011) shows that any belief martingale can be induced by some information policy. 6 Lemma 1. Given any belief martingaleμ, there exists an information policyπ such that µ = π | µ 0 .
In some settings the set of feasible information policies might be limited by tradition, complexity, or other institutional constraints. For example, the organizer of a tournament may have settled on an elimination format and is choosing between seeding procedures. Or a political party respects the rights of states to choose their own delegates, but may have control over the order in which states hold elections. Accordingly, let P ⊂Π × (∆Ω) × N be a subset of the Cartesian product of information policies, priors, and durations. In Section 7 we consider a constrained model in which the principal chooses (π, µ 0 , T ) ∈ P so as to maximize expected suspense or surprise.
Extensions
There are some natural extensions to our specification of the agent's utility function.
First and most obvious, the audience might value both suspense and surprise. While we cannot fully characterize the optimal information policy for such preferences, we discuss the tradeoff between suspense and surprise in Section 6.
Second, the audience would presumably have a distinct preference for learning the outcome by the end, i.e., from having µ T degenerate. Including this term in the utility function would not have any effect on our results since any suspense-or surprise-maximizing policy reveals the state by the last period.
Third, the audience may experience additional utility from the realization of a particular state. For example, a sports fan enjoys games that are exciting, but is particularly happy should her team win. We can incorporate this in our model by supposing that the overall utility is a sum of the utility from suspense/surprise and a utility from the final belief being degenerate at some state. Such a modification does not affect the optimal policy; it only changes the payoff-maximizing prior. and again likewise for surprise. A period in which the audience is more involved has a higher value of β t ≥ 0. In Section 4, we discuss the suspense-optimal information policies in cases of state-or time-dependent significance.
Finally, sometimes the agent might be invested only in some aspect of her belief such as the expectation. Consider a gambler who plays a sequence of fair gambles and experiences suspense (or surprise) when her expected earnings from the visit are about to change (or just did). Formally, ω is a bounded random variable and the agent has preferences over the path of its expectation; e.g., in case of surprise, agent's utility in period t is
2 . While we will not discuss this extension at length, all of our results apply in this case as well.
The interpretation of the model
Before we proceed with the derivation of optimal information policies, we discuss some of the potential interpretations of the model above.
Interpretation of the technology
Suppose that the principal is a publishing house and the agent is a reader of mystery novels. In this case, a writer is associated with a belief martingale, and a particular book by writerμ is a belief path η drawn fromμ. For a concrete example, say that Mrs. X is a writer and all of her books follow a similar premise. In the opening pages of the novel, a dead body is found at a remote country house where n guests and staff are present. In every novel by Mrs. X, one of these n individuals single-handedly committed the murder. 7
The opening pages establish a prior µ 0 over the likelihood that each individual ω ∈ Ω is the culprit. There are then T chapters each revealing some information about the identity 7 In Mrs. X's novels, it is never the case that the murderer is someone the reader has not been introduced to at the outset. This allows us to model uncertainty in a classical way without addressing issues of unawareness. We could easily allow, however, for the possibility that the murder was really a suicide (change n to n + 1) or, as in Murder on the Orient Express, that (spoiler alert) several of the suspects jointly committed the murder (change n to 2 n − 1).
of the murderer. A literal (though perhaps not very literary) interpretation is that Mrs.
X explicitly randomizes the plot of each chapter based on her information policy and her current belief (based on the content she has written thus far) and learns whodunnit only when she completes the novel. 8
Alternatively, the principal is the rule-setting body of a sports association and the agent is a sports fan. In this case, we associate the feasible set of rules with some constraint set P , the chosen rule with an information policyπ, a match-up with a prior and a belief martingale π | µ 0 , and a match with a belief path η. To see how modifying the rules changes the information policy, note that if it becomes more difficult to score as players get tired, rules that permit fewer substitutions increase the amount of information that is revealed in the earlier periods. Or, if it is easier to score when fewer players are on the field, rules that lower the threshold for issuing red cards may reveal more information later in the game. The rules of a sport also affect priors and belief martingales through the players' strategic responses to such rules. For instance, actions with low expected value but high variance may be played at the end of the game but will never be played at the beginning, e.g., 2-point conversions in football. Allowing such actions can alter the relative amount of information revealed early versus late. Different rules might also induce different priors.
For instance, a worse tennis player will have a higher chance of winning under the tie-break rule for deciding sets.
Our model captures settings both where the state is realized ex ante and those where it is realized ex post. An example where ω is realized ex ante is a game show where a contestant receives either an empty or a prize-filled suitcase, and then information is slowly revealed about the suitcase's contents. In presidential primaries, on the other hand, ω is realized ex post. Whichever candidate gets more than 50% of the overall delegates wins the nomination. When a candidate wins a state's delegates, this outcome provides some information about whether she will win the nomination. In this case the state ω is not an aspect of the world that is fixed at the outset; it is determined by the signal realizations themselves.
Implicit in our formal structure is the assumption that the principal and the agent share 8 This interpretation brings to mind the notion of "willful characters." For example, novelist Jodi Picoult writes, "Often, about 2/3 of the way through, the characters will take over and move the book in a different direction. I can fight them, but usually when I do that the book isn't as good as it could be. It sounds crazy, but the book really starts writing itself after a while. I often feel like I'm just transcribing a film that's being spooled in my head, and I have nothing to do with creating it. Certain scenes surprise me even after I have written them -I just stare at the computer screen, wondering how that happened." a common language for conveying the informational content of a signal. For example, when the butler is found with a bloody glove in chapter 2 of Mrs. X's mystery novel, the reader knows to update his beliefs on the butler's guilt from (say) 27% to 51%. This assumption goes hand in hand with the requirement that beliefs are a martingale. If the reader believes that there is a 90% chance that the butler did it, then the final chapter must reveal the butler's guilt 90% of the time. The principal is constrained by the agent's rationality.
Like all writers of murder mysteries, Mrs. X faces a commitment problem. After giving a strong indication that the butler was the murderer, in the last chapter she may want to reveal that it was the maid. This would be very surprising. If rational readers expect Mrs.
X to play tricks of this sort, though, they will not believe any early clues and thus their beliefs will not budge from the prior until the very last paragraph.
In our model Mrs. X can in fact send meaningful signals to the audience. This is because Mrs. X can commit to follow her information policy even when doing so results in lower ex post utility for the reader. She can commit to a small probability of plot twists on the final page, even if every novel with such a twist is more exciting. If her publisher refused to publish those boring books without plot twists, readers would find her remaining books less surprising. Note that this commitment problem is less of an issue in sports. The players involved want to win, so a team with a dominating lead won't slack off just to make the game more exciting. As we shall see, the commitment to allow ex post boring realizations is necessary for maximizing surprise but not suspense.
Finally, we consider a single principal who provides entertainment. In many settings, however, there are multiple entities who vie for the attention of the audience. 9 Full analysis of such settings is beyond the scope of this paper, but we suspect that competition is likely to exacerbate commitment problems: the pressure to produce works that are more exciting than those of a competitor might induce the elimination of boring belief paths, which would in turn reduce the overall entertainment supplied in equilibrium.
Interpretation of the preferences
Under our definition, a moment is laden with suspense if some crucial uncertainty is about to be resolved. Suppose a college applicant is about to open an envelope that informs her whether she was accepted to her top-choice school, a soccer player steps up to take a free kick, or a pitcher faces a full-count with bases loaded. These situations seem suspenseful, and the key feature is that the belief about the state of the world (did she get in, which team will win) is about to change. 10
For the purpose of aggregating suspense over multiple periods, it seems most plausible to assume that u (·) is strictly concave. Consider two mystery novels, both of which open with the same prior µ 0 and reveal the murderer by period T . Novel A slowly reveals clues over time, generating a suspense of say x in each period. The total suspense payoff from novel A is T u(x). In novel B (for boring), nothing happens at all in the first third of the book, then the murderer is announced in a single chapter, and after that nothing at all happens again until the end of the book. This generates a suspense payoff of u(T x).
Taking novel A to be a better, more suspenseful novel amounts to assuming that u (·) is strictly concave.
We say that a moment generated a lot of surprise if the agent's belief just moved by a large amount. 11 Suppose our college applicant unexpectedly receives a letter rescinding the previous acceptance letter which had been mailed by mistake, or a soccer player scores a winning goal from 60 yards away in the final moments of the game. These events seem to generate surprise, and the key feature is that the belief about the state of the world changed dramatically.
Note that suspense is experienced ex ante whereas surprise is experienced ex post. There is another crucial distinction between the two concepts. The overall surprise depends solely on the belief path realized. In contrast, suspense depends on the belief martingale as well as the belief path. Recall Figure 1 . The realized belief paths fully determine the surprise, but not the suspense, generated by each match. Suspense at a given point depends on the entire distribution of next period's beliefs. In Figure 2 , we illustrate this distribution by adding gray tendrils that indicate what the belief would have been had the point turned out differently. Figure 2 makes it apparent that Djoković-Federer was a more suspenseful match than Murray-Nadal.
As we mentioned in the introduction, we believe suspense and surprise are important in many contexts. 12 Sports fans enjoy the drama of the shifting fortunes between players.
10 Neurobiological evidence suggests that, in monkeys, suspense about whether a reward will be delivered induces sustained activation of dopamine neurons (Fiorillo, Tobler, and Schultz (2003) ).
11 Kahneman and Miller (1986) offer a different conceptualization of surprise based on the notion of endogenously generated counterfactual alternatives.
12 The applicability of our model probably depends on the stakes. On the one hand, when the stakes are too low, there is little scope for suspense and surprise since the agent is not invested in the outcome. For Tennis, we collected point-level data for every match played in Grand Slam tournaments in 2011. We focus exclusively on women's tennis in order to have a fixed bestout-of-three-sets structure. Each belief path is associated with a particular match. We estimate the likelihood that a given player will win the match by assuming that the serving player wins any given point with a fixed tournament-specific probability. This gives us, at each point, the likelihood of a win (thick blue line) and what this likelihood would have been had the point played out differently (thin gray tendrils). Hence, we can compute the suspense and surprise realized in each match.
For Soccer, we collected data on over 24,000 matches played between August 2011
and July 2012 across 67 professional leagues. We exclude knockout competitions where matches can end in overtime or penalty shootouts, so each match lasts approximately 94 minutes (inclusive of stoppage time). To parallel the binary state space in the rest of Figure 3 , we focus on the likelihood that the home team will win (vs. tie/lose). We estimate this likelihood minute-by-minute, based on a league-specific hazard rate of goal scoring, computed separately for the home and away teams. For each minute we also
On the other hand, if the stakes are too high, the agent will not be in the mood for entertainment. These considerations are particularly important when stakes are endogenous (e.g., in a gambling context). Probability of WinFor comparison we also draw 1,000 belief paths from the suspense-and surprise-optimal martingales.
In the right panel of Figure 3 , we display the scatterplot of realized suspense and surprise for each setting. 14 We identify the observation that is closest to the median level of suspense and median level of surprise. We mark this observation with a black circle in the right panel and depict its belief path in the left panel. Additional details about the construction of Figure 3 are in the Online Appendix.
These examples illustrate some of the ways that belief martingales can be estimated.
13 Doubling down means the gambler is allowed to increase the initial bet by $10 after his first two cards in exchange for committing to receive exactly one more card. Splitting means that, if the first two cards have the same value, the player can split them into two hands and wager an additional $10 for the new hand.
14 We utilize the baseline specification for u(·) and normalize realized suspense and surprise across settings by dividing by the square root of the number of periods. (As we show later, maximal suspense and surprise are proportional to √ T .)
For Blackjack, it is possible to simulate the distribution of belief paths based solely on the structure of the rules; the data generating process is known. For the Primary, we use data from a prediction market. For Tennis and Soccer, we estimate the likelihood of the relevant events (server will win the point, home team will score, etc.) in each period and derive the belief path implied. 15 Additionally, belief martingales might be elicited through laboratory experiments. For instance, a researcher could pay subjects to read a mystery novel and incentivize them to guess who the murderer is after each chapter. We hope that in future research this range of methods will allow for construction of datasets on suspense and surprise in a number of other contexts.
Illustrative examples
To develop basic intuition about the model, we consider a few examples where the principal's problem can be analyzed without any mathematics.
Suppose a principal wishes to auction a single object to bidders who have independent private values but also enjoy suspense or surprise about whether they will win the auction.
The principal must choose between the English auction and the second-price sealed-bid auction. Conditional on standard bidding behavior, the English auction is preferable; it reveals information about the winner slowly rather than all at once, so it gives bidders a higher entertainment payoff.
Or, consider elimination announcements on a reality TV show. In each episode, one of two contestants, say Scottie or Haley, gets eliminated. The host of the show calls out one of the names, e.g., "Scottie, please step forward." Then, she either says "You are eliminated" or "You go through" to the person who was called. If the host always called the person who was to be eliminated, or the person who would go through, then the outcome would be revealed immediately when she asked Scottie to step forward. If the host chose participants without regard to elimination, then calling Scottie to step forward would convey no information at all. The second comment would reveal everything. To increase suspense or surprise, the host should make the initial call partially informative. Having called Scottie forward, the audience should believe that Scottie is now either more likely to go through or more 15 Our estimation procedure for both Tennis and Soccer is admittedly crude, but it serves to illustrate a method for deriving belief paths. For Tennis, if we had more data we could estimate the likelihood a given player wins a given point conditional on the surface, the current score, the recent change in score, the players' rankings, etc. Or, one could directly estimate the likelihood a given player wins the entire match given these factors. Similar considerations apply to Soccer.
likely to be eliminated. Either policy works, as long as the audience understands how to interpret the signal. Anecdotally, many reality TV shows seem to follow this formula.
Economists and psychologists have extensively studied why people gamble -why they spend money in casinos. Our model gives a rationale for why people spend time in casinos. The weekend's monetary bets (a compound lottery) could be reduced to a single bet (a simple lottery). But this would deprive the gambler of an important element of the casino experience. Part of the fun of gambling is the suspense and surprise as the gambler anticipates and then observes each flip of a card, spin of the wheel, or roll of the dice. 16 These three examples are specific instances of a more general feature of suspense and surprise: spoilers are bad. In other words, revealing all the information at once (as a spoiler does) yields the absolute minimum suspense and surprise (given that all information is revealed by the end). This feature of the preferences seems in accordance with real-world intuitions about suspense and surprise. 17
Finally, when watching a sports match between two unfamiliar teams, spectators commonly root for the underdog or the trailing team. Our model gives an explanation for this kind of behavior. There is more surprise when the underdog wins. And when the trailing team scores, we have a closer match which generates more continuation suspense and surprise.
Suspense-Optimal Information Policies
In this section, we take the prior and the number of periods as given and derive the information policy that maximizes expected suspense. As we discussed above, any plausible utility function u(·) over suspense is strictly concave. Accordingly, this is the case we focus on in this section. 18
16 Barberis (2012) considers a model where gamblers behave according to prospect theory. Casinos then offer dynamic gambles so as to exploit the time inconsistency induced by non-linear probability weighting.
17 Christenfeld and Leavitt (2011) claim that readers in fact prefer spoilers. However, they obtain this result only when spoilers are announced rather than embedded within the text, which raises concerns about experimenter demand effects.
18 If u (·) is linear, then any information policy that is fully revealing by the end yields the same overall suspense. If u (·) is strictly convex, revealing the state in any single period is uniquely optimal.
Solving the Principal's Problem
Recall that given any belief martingale, there exists an information policy which induces it (Lemma 1). So we can think of the principal's choice of an information policy as equivalent to the choice of a martingale. To simplify notation, let the aggregated variance of period t + 1 beliefs, given information at time t, be denoted by
We can then write the principal's problem as maximizing Eμ T −1 t=0 u σ 2 t . We begin by making two observations. First, any suspense-optimal martingale will be fully revealing by the end, i.e., the final belief µ T is degenerate. To see this, take some policy that does not always fully reveal and modify the last signal to be fully informative.
This increases σ 2
T −1 and leaves σ 2 t unchanged at t < T − 1, raising suspense. Second, all martingales that are fully revealing by the end yield the same expected sum of variances, E π|µ 0
t . This follows from the fact that martingale differences are uncorrelated. For any collection of uncorrelated random variables, the sum of variances is equal to the variance of the sum. Hence, any fully revealing policyπ yields the same
t as the policy that reveals the state in a single period. 19 The same logic holds, going forward, from any current belief µ at any period. We denote this residual variance from full revelation by Ψ(µ) ≡ ω µ ω (1 − µ ω ).
We summarize these two points in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Any suspense-maximizing information policy is fully revealing by the end. Under any information policyπ that is fully revealing by the end, E π|µ 0
Starting from the prior, the principal can thus be thought of as having a "budget of variance" equal to Ψ(µ 0 ). The principal then decides how to allocate this variance across periods so as to maximize Eμ t u(σ 2 t ) subject to Eμ t σ 2 t = Ψ(µ 0 ). By concavity of u(·), it would be ideal to dole out variance evenly over time. Is it possible to construct an information policy so that σ 2 t is equal to Ψ(µ 0 )/T in each period t, on every path? If so, such a policy would be optimal. In fact, we can construct such a policy. Let
and µ * . The uniform belief µ * has the highest residual variance of all beliefs, and residual variance falls off with the square of the distance from µ * . The residual variance of beliefs in M t falls linearly in t, and hence beliefs lie on circles whose radius-squared increases linearly over time. At time T , the circle has the maximum radius and intersects ∆(Ω) only at degenerate beliefs. Figure 4 illustrates this geometric characterization of suspense-optimal information policies. The triangle represents ∆(Ω), the two-dimensional space of possible beliefs. The M t sets are circles centered on the uniform belief µ * , intersected with the triangle ∆(Ω). The belief begins at µ 0 ; in this picture µ 0 is at µ * . The belief µ t at time t will be in M t . Given current belief µ t ∈ M t , any distributionμ t+1 over next-period beliefs with mean µ t and support contained in M t+1 is consistent with a suspense-maximizing policy. At time T the uncertainty is resolved, so µ T will be on a corner of the triangle.
Below we summarize some of the key qualitative features of suspense-optimal information revelation.
The state is revealed in the last period, and not before. As long as the prior is not degenerate, the residual variance is positive at any time t < T . In particular, the residual variance at time t is
Uncertainty declines over time. Uncertainty, as measured by the residual variance, declines linearly over time from Ψ(µ 0 ) to 0.
Realized suspense is deterministic. There is no ex post variation in suspense. Although the path of beliefs is random, the agent's suspense is the same across every realization. It is always exactly T u(Ψ(µ 0 )/T ).
Suspense is constant over time. The variance σ 2 t in each period t is Ψ(µ 0 )/T . So the agent's experienced suspense is u(Ψ(µ 0 )/T ) in each period.
The prior that maximizes suspense is the uniform belief. Total suspense is T u(Ψ(µ 0 )/T ).
The budget of variance Ψ(µ 0 ) is increasing in the proximity of µ 0 to µ * ; Ψ(µ 0 ) is max-
The level of suspense increases in the number of periods T . It is immediate from the outset that suspense must be weakly increasing in T -any signals that can be sent over the course of T periods can also be sent in the first T periods of a longer game. In fact, the suspense T u(Ψ(µ 0 )/T ) is strictly increasing in T . For u(x) = x γ with 0 < γ < 1, for instance, total suspense is proportional to T 1−γ .
Suspense-optimal information policies are independent of the stage utility function.
Under any concave u(·), any optimal policy induces beliefs in M t . The expression for M t is independent of u(·).
Illustration of Suspense-Optimal Policies

Two states
We first illustrate these policies in the case of a binary state space Ω = {A, B}. In a sporting event, will team A or team B win? In a mystery novel, is the main character guilty or not? In this case, each set M t consists of just two points. This leads to a unique suspense maximizing belief martingale, depicted in Figure 5 .
The suspense-optimal policy gives rise to the following dynamics. At period t the belief µ t ≡ Pr(A) is either a high value H t > 1 2 or a low value L t = 1 − H t . 20 In each period, one of two things happens. With high probability the agent observes additional confirmation 20 In this binary case we abuse notation by associating the belief with the probability of one of the states. 
H t L t
This picture depicts the case where µ 0 = 1 2 . The belief at time t will be either
2 . The probability of a plot twist (which takes beliefs from H t to L t+1 or from L t to H t+1 ) declines over time.
-the high belief H t moves to a slightly higher belief H t+1 , or the low belief L t moves to L t+1 . With a smaller probability, there is a plot twist. In the event of a plot twist, beliefs jump from the high path to the low one, or vice versa. As time passes, plot twists become larger but less likely. 21 If we consider a limit as T goes to infinity, the arrival of plot twists approaches a Poisson process with an arrival rate that decreases over time. 22 In the context of a mystery novel, these dynamics imply the following familiar plot structure. At each point in the book, the reader thinks that the weight of evidence either suggests that the protagonist accused of murder is guilty or is innocent. But in any given chapter, there is a chance of a plot twist that reverses the reader's beliefs. As the book 21 We can solve for Ht and Lt explicitly as
The probability of a plot twist is 1 2 − 1 2
. 22 To derive the limit, take T to infinity and rescale time to s = t/T . This yields a Poisson process with plot twist arrival intensity of
. continues along, plot twists become less likely but more dramatic.
In the context of sports, optimal dynamics could be induced by the following set of rules. We declare the winner to be the last team to score. Moreover, scoring becomes more difficult as the game progresses (e.g., the goal shrinks over time). The former ensures that uncertainty declines over time while the latter generates a decreasing arrival rate of plot twists. (In this context, plot twists are lead changes).
Note that existing rules of most sports cannot be suspense optimal. In soccer, for example, the probability that the leading team will win depends not only on the period of the game, but also on whether it is a tight game or a blowout. Moreover, the team that is behind can come back to tie up the game, in which case uncertainty will have increased rather than decreased over time.
To conclude the discussion of binary states, we note the following qualitative points that apply in this case.
Beliefs can jump by a large amount in a single period. In each period, either beliefs are confirmed or there is a plot twist. A plot twist takes beliefs from µ t to something further away than 1 − µ t .
Belief paths are smooth with rare discrete jumps when there are many periods. Beliefs move along the increasing H t or decreasing L t curves with occasional plot twists when beliefs jump from one curve to the other. In the limit as T gets large, the expected number of total plot twists stays small. Expected absolute variation T −1 t=0 |µ t+1 − µ t | converges to a finite value as T goes to infinity. 23
Three or more states
With more than two possible outcomes, there is additional flexibility in the design of a suspense-maximizing martingale. Say that there is a mystery novel with three suspects, and we currently believe A to be the most likely murderer. In the next chapter we will see a clue (a signal) which alters our beliefs, either providing further evidence of A's guilt or pointing to B or C as suspects. It may be the case that there are three possible clues we can see, or five, or fifty. The only restriction is that after observing the clue, our belief has the right amount of uncertainty as measured by residual variance. 23 In the limit as T → ∞, the expected absolute variation converges to 2 min{µ0, 1 − µ0}.
We highlight two classes of optimal policies with natural interpretations. Figure 7(a) illustrates what we call an alive till the end policy. In each period there is news favoring one of the states. No piece of news ever eliminates any state entirely until the last period.
This corresponds to a mystery novel where the reader becomes more confident of the murderer over time, but always anticipates the possibility of a plot twist pointing towards any other suspect; or to a race where no participant is entirely ruled out until the very end. Figure 7(b) shows a different kind of policy, sequential elimination. Here, one of the probabilities is quickly taken to 0. At that point the policy maximizes suspense over the remaining states. In a mystery novel, suspects are eliminated by being killed off one-by-one.
Or in a sports tournament, each game eliminates one of the players. Beliefs travel outwards over the M t circles, with possible belief paths indicated by the arrows.
Extensions
When we introduced the model we discussed potential extensions to state-dependent or time-dependent significances. In the case of state-dependent significance (with weights α ω ), all of the results apply when we redefine Ψ(µ) as ω α ω µ ω (1 − µ ω ). Geometrically, the M t sets are ellipses rather than circles (ellipsoids rather than hyperspheres). Also, the optimal prior is no longer necessarily uniform when there are more than two states: more significant states are given priors closer to 1 2 . Sufficiently insignificant states may be given a prior of 0, and as the significance of one state begins to dominate all others the prior on that state goes to In the case of time-dependent significances (with weights β t ), it is no longer optimal to divide suspense evenly over time. Instead, more important periods are made to be more suspenseful. For example, in the baseline specification for u(·), we set σ t proportional to β t .
Surprise-Optimal Information Policies
Solving for the surprise-optimal martingale is difficult in general and, in contrast to the case of suspense, sensitive to the choice of u(·). So in this section we restrict attention to binary states Ω = {A, B} and the baseline specification where surprise in period t equals |µ t −µ t−1 | with µ t ≡ Pr(A). 26 We derive an exact characterization of optimal belief martingales for very small T , and discuss properties of the solution for large T . 27 Let W T (µ) be the value function of the surprise maximization problem, where T is the number of periods remaining and µ is the current belief. We can express the value function 24 Utility increases in each α ω , so to make this problem well-posed we assume that the principal is constrained by a fixed sum of significances ω α ω . 25 Proof of this and other claims from this subsection are in the Online Appendix. 26 Recall that under the baseline specification, surprise in period t is the Euclidean distance between the belief vectors in periods t and t − 1. To avoid introducing a nuisance term, however, in this section we set surprise in period t to be the Euclidean distance between the scalars µt and µt−1. This amounts to scaling all surprise payoffs by 1 √ 2 . 27 In the Online Appendix, we discuss how some features of the surprise optimum change if we depart from the baseline specification.
recursively by setting W 0 (µ) ≡ 0, and
The single-period problem above can always be solved by someμ with binary support. 28
That is, for any current belief, there is a surprise-maximizing martingale such that next period's belief is either some µ l or µ h ≥ µ l .
The solution can be derived by working backwards from the last period. In the final period, it is optimal to fully reveal from any prior: µ l = 0 and µ h = 1. This yields a value function of W 1 (µ) = 2µ(1 − µ).
With two periods remaining, it is optimal to set µ l = µ − The solution for T = 3 with the prior of µ 0 = 1 2 is displayed below in Figure 7 . In the first period the belief moves to either 1/4 or 3/4 with equal probability. Then, the belief either moves to the boundary or returns to 1/2. Any remaining uncertainty is resolved in the final period. 28 Fixing µ and WT −1, this single-period problem of choosingμ is a special case of the problem considered by Kamenica and Gentzkow (2011). uncertainty is resolved before the final period T. These paths have lower overall surprise than the paths that resolve only at the end. But the optimal information policy accepts a positive probability of early resolution in return for a chance to move beliefs back to the interior and set the stage for later surprises. Also unlike the suspense solution, uncertainty can both increase or decrease over time. Beliefs may move towards an edge, or back towards 1 2 . In the suspense-optimal martingale, uncertainty only increases.
These features underscore the commitment problem facing a surprise-maximizing principal. The surprise-optimal martingale has paths that generate very little surprise. In order to implement the optimal policy, the principal requires the commitment power to follow such paths. Otherwise, he is tempted to prune such paths and choose a path with maximal surprise. The agent would expect this deviation and the chosen path would no longer be surprising. 29 In contrast, maximizing suspense does not involve this form of commitment because the suspense-optimal information policy yields equal suspense across all realized paths.
This importance of commitment sheds some light on the phenomenon of dedicated sports fans. It may seem tempting to record a game and let others tell you whether it was exciting before you decide whether to watch it. 30 However, such a strategy is self-defeating:
the very knowledge that the game was exciting reduces its excitement. Similarly, if ESPN Classic shows only those games with comeback victories, the audience would never be surprised at the comeback. To make the comebacks surprising, ESPN Classic would have to show some games in which one team took a commanding early lead and never looked back.
For arbitrary T , it is difficult to analytically solve for surprise-optimal belief martingales.
The properties of the value function W T (µ) in the limit as T goes to infinity, however, have previously been studied by Mertens and Zamir (1977) . Their interest in this limiting variation of a bounded martingale arose in the study of repeated games with asymmetric information. 31
29 Without commitment, all paths (including ones where the belief moves monotonically to a boundary) must generate the same surprise in equilibrium. Hence the principal's payoff cannot be greater than if all information is revealed at once. This echoes Geanakoplos's (1996) result about the Hangman's Paradox. 30 The web site http://ShouldIWatch.com, for example, provides this information. 31 De Meyer (1998) extends their results to the more general L q variation, i.e., he considers the problem
. Under binary states and the baseline specification, this is our surprise problem if q = 1 and our suspense problem if q = 2. De Meyer searches for the limit of the L q value function divided by √ T , as T goes to infinity. He finds that for q ∈ [1, 2), this limit is constant in q and is equal to φ(µ), as given in Proposition 2 for q = 1. For q > 2, de Meyer finds that the limit approaches Proposition 2 (Mertens and Zamir (1977) , Equation (4.22)). For any µ,
where φ(µ) is the pdf of the standard normal distribution evaluated at its µ th -quantile:
x 2 µ , with x µ defined by
x 2 dx = µ.
In particular,
of µ and T .
The fact that the ex ante surprise payoff -i.e., the expected absolute variation -goes to infinity tells us that paths are "spiky" rather than smooth as T gets large. Recall that in the suspense optimal martingale, expected absolute variation was bounded in T .
Another difference between optimal surprise and suspense is the range of possible belief changes in a given period. In each period of the suspense problem, there is a chance of a twist that leads to a large shift in beliefs. In the surprise problem, however, beliefs move up or down only a small amount in periods when there is a lot of time remaining.
Proposition 3. For all > 0, if T − t is sufficiently large then for any belief path in the support of any surprise-optimal martingale, |µ t+1 − µ t | < .
The proof, in Appendix A.2, builds on Proposition 2. We can now summarize some qualitative features of surprise-optimal information revelation.
The state is fully revealed, possibly before the final period. Any time the belief at T − 2 is below infinity for any µ ∈ (0, 1). However, de Meyer incorrectly suggests that the methods of Mertens and Zamir can be used to show that the value function for q = 2 will be identical to that for q < 2. In fact, our solution to the suspense problem with binary states and the baseline specification shows this to be false. The limiting value function is µ(1 − µ) rather than φ(µ).
Realized surprise is stochastic. In an optimal martingale there are low surprise paths (e.g., ones in which beliefs move monotonically to an edge) or high surprise paths (with a lot of movement up and down). The prior that maximizes surprise is the uniform belief. We show that for T ≤ 3, surprise is maximized at the uniform prior. We conjecture that this holds for all T .
Proposition 2 shows that surprise is maximized at the uniform prior in the limit as
The level of surprise increases in the number of periods T . While we do not have a general expression for surprise as a function of T , we know that in the limit surprise increases proportionally with √ T . It is obvious that surprise is weakly increasing in T .
Beliefs change little when there are many periods remaining. By Proposition 3, |µ t+1 − µ t | is small when T − t is large.
Belief paths are spiky when there are many periods. Expected absolute variation, which is equal to the surprise value function, goes to infinity as T gets large.
Surprise-optimal information policies depend on the stage utility function. In the Online Appendix, we consider alternative u(·) functions. For very concave u(·), the surprise-optimal policy can be non-fully revealing by the end. For convex u(·), the surprise-optimal prior can be non-uniform.
Comparing Suspense and Surprise
As the two preceding sections reveal, suspense-optimal and surprise-optimal belief martingales are qualitatively different. Another way to appreciate these differences is to consider sample belief paths drawn from a suspense-optimal and a surprise-optimal martingale, as shown in Figure 8 . Here we show three representative belief paths for each of the two processes: a path at the 25th percentile of suspense and surprise from the simulations of Figure 3, at the median, and at the 75th percentile. The suspense paths reveal the distinctive plot-twist structure whereas the surprise paths show the spiky nature of surprise-optimal martingales. The distinction between suspense-optimal and surprise-optimal martingales somewhat clashes with an intuition that more suspenseful events also generate more surprise. This intuition is indeed valid in the following two senses. First, given a martingale, belief paths with high realized suspense tend to have high realized surprise; this can be seen in the right column of Figure 3 . Moreover, the ex ante suspense and surprise are highly correlated across martingales generated by "random" information policies. Specifically, suppose T = 10, Ω = {L, R}, and µ 0 = 1 2 . In periods 1 through 9, a signal realization l or r is observed. When the true state is ω, the signal π ω,t at period t is l with probability ρ ω,t and r with probability 1 − ρ ω,t . The values of ρ ω,t are drawn iid uniformly from [0, 1] for each ω and t. The state is revealed in period 10. Figure 9 depicts a scatterplot of ex ante suspense and surprise of 250 such random policies; it is clear that policies that generate more suspense also tend to generate more surprise. Note that these policies are history-independent in the sense that the signal sent at period t depends only on t and not on µ t . The figure also shows the numerically derived production possibilities set for suspense and surprise over all fully revealing policies. As this set reveals, the suspenseoptimal martingale does not generate much surprise while the surprise-optimal martingale only reduces suspense a little below its maximum. This suggests that maximizing a convex combination of suspense and surprise is likely to lead to belief paths that resemble the surprise optimum.
Constrained Information Policies
In practice there are often institutional restrictions which impose constraints on the information the principal can release over time. Recall that we formalize these situations as the principal's choosing (π, µ 0 , T ) ∈ P so as to maximize expected suspense or surprise. In this section we will study the nature of the constraint set and the constrained-optimal policies in some specific examples. Throughout this section, we impose the baseline specification for u(·). Formally, the state of the world ω is identified with the team that wins the overall tournament, so ω ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Assume that the probability that a team wins an individual contest is determined by the difference in the ranking of the two teams. Let p > 1 2 denote the probability that a team defeats the team that is just below it in the ranking, e.g. that i beats team i + 1; and let q > p denote the probability that team 1 defeats team 3. The principal chooses which team will be awarded the bye. This determines the prior as well as the sequence of signals. For example, team 1's prior probability of winning the tournament is p 2 + (1 − p)q if team 1 has the bye and pq if team 2 has the bye. This choice of seeding implies that first it will be revealed whether team 2 or team 3 has lost, and then it will be revealed which of the remaining teams has won. Figure 10 illustrates the belief paths for each of the possible tournament structures. Notice that one of the shortcomings of the traditional seeding in which the strongest team has the bye is that it has low residual uncertainty. In fact, for any p and q, straightforward algebra shows that this traditional seeding generates the least surprise; it is optimal to give the third team the bye. In the case of suspense, the conclusions are less clear cut but for many reasonable parameters this same ordering holds.
There are of course many other reasons for the traditional seeding which favors the stronger teams. Incentives are an important consideration: teams that perform well from tournament to tournament improve their rankings and are rewarded with better seedings in subsequent tournaments. Our analysis suggests that optimizing the tournament seeding for its incentive properties can have a cost in short-run suspense and surprise.
Number of Games in a Playoff Series
Each round of the NBA playoffs consists of a best-of-seven series. Major League Baseball playoffs use best-of-five series for early rounds, and best-of-seven for later rounds. In the NFL playoffs, each elimination round consists of a single game. Of course the length of the series is partly determined by logistical considerations, but it also influences the suspense and surprise. On the one hand, having more games leads to slower information revelation, increasing suspense and surprise. On the other hand, in a long series the team which is better on average is more likely to eventually win, and this reduces both suspense and surprise. If a team wins 60% of the matches, there is much more uncertainty over the outcome of a single match than over the outcome of a best-of-seven series, or a best-ofseventeen one. With less uncertainty there is less scope for suspense and surprise.
Formally, consider two teams playing a sequence of games against each other. The favored team has an independent probability p > .5 of winning any given game. The organizer chooses some odd number T and declares that the winner of the series is the first team to win T +1 2 out of T total games. The organizer chooses T to maximize suspense or surprise.
As we show in Appendix B, suspense and surprise are proportional to one another for any choice of T . Therefore, for this class of constrained problems, maximizing suspense is equivalent to maximizing surprise.
In Table 1 we display the suspense-and surprise-maximizing series length T * as a function of p. As the table shows, the maximizing series length is increasing in the proximity of p to 1 2 . The intuition behind this is simple. When neither team is much better than the other, the cost of a large T becomes small (µ 0 does not move far from µ * ) while the benefit of releasing information slowly remains. 
Sequential Contests
The order of sequential primary elections may affect which political candidate is ultimately chosen as a party's nominee for President (Knight and Schiff (2007) Hummel and Holden (2012) , political parties may want to choose the order of primaries so as to maximize the expected quality of a nominee.
We now pose a different question: in what order should the states vote if the goal is to maximize the suspense or surprise of the race? A more exciting primary season may elicit more attention from citizens, yielding a more engaged and informed electorate. In order to highlight the relevant mechanisms, our analysis here will assume that the order of primaries does not affect the likelihood any given candidate wins.
We model a primary campaign as follows. Two candidates, A and B, compete against each other in a series of winner-take-all state primary elections. State i has n i delegates and will be won by candidate A with probability p i . The probability A wins each state is independent. Candidate A wins the nomination if and only if she gets at least n * ∈ [0, i n i ]
delegates.
Early states are sure to have a small but positive impact on beliefs about the nominee, whereas late states have some chance of being extremely important and some chance of having zero impact. Perhaps smaller or more partisan states should go first, so that information about the nominee is revealed as slowly as possible. Or should large swing states go first, to guarantee that these potentially exciting votes don't take place after a nominee has already been chosen?
Remarkably, for any distribution of delegates n i , for any set of probabilities p i , for any cutoff n * , the order of the primaries has no effect on expected suspense or surprise. 32 Small or large states, partisan or swing states -they may go in any order.
This neutrality result applies not only to political primaries but to many other settings where a pair of players engage in sequential contests. For instance, in a televised game show, players compete in a variety of tasks with different amounts of points at stake. Family Feud doubles and then triples the points awarded in later rounds. Our results imply that this leads to no more total excitement than if the high stakes rounds were at the beginning.
Likewise, in a typical best-of-seven sports series one advantaged team will be scheduled to play four home games and three away games. We find that there is an equal amount of suspense and surprise in the 2-3-2 format of the NBA Finals (two home, three away, then two home games) as in the 2-2-1-1-1 format of the earlier NBA playoff rounds.
Conclusion
Our analysis is predicated on the assumption that people value suspense (variance of next period's beliefs) or surprise (movements in beliefs). We derive implications of this assumption, focusing on the optimal way to release information over time.
One way to test our model would be to examine whether the information policies we identify indeed attract a greater audience than other policies. More generally, a dataset 32 Proof is in Appendix B.
that combines information about revealed preference with estimates of belief dynamics would allow us to directly examine what aspects of belief dynamics generate entertainment utility.
We have already discussed various ways one can estimate belief dynamics: (i) relying on the explicit structure of the data generating process, (ii) using prediction markets, (iii) estimating probabilities in each period based on outcomes of many matches, or (iv) eliciting beliefs through incentivized laboratory experiments. In principle, it should be possible to complement such data with measures of revealed preference. TV ratings would reveal whether a show becomes more popular when previous episodes generate more suspense and surprise. Or, detailed data collected by The Nielsen Company could be used to examine whether the preferences we postulate explain channel-switching behavior during a sports game. Whether suspense or surprise or some other aspects of belief dynamics drive demand for non-instrumental information is fundamentally an empirical question, one which we hope will be addressed by future research.
A Surprise-Optimal Policies
A.1 Surprise for T ≤ 3
Let the function f T be defined by f T (µ ; µ) ≡ |µ − µ| + W T −1 (µ ).
The notation f T (µ ; µ) will indicate the derivative with respect to the first component.
The recursive problem of maximizing surprise in a given period, starting from belief µ t at time t, can be written as
where p is the probability given by pµ h + (1 − p)µ l = µ t . Without loss of generality,
We set W 0 to be identically 0, and so for any prior µ 0 in the one-period problem T = 1 it is optimal to set µ l = 0 and µ h = 1 so that p = µ 0 and the maximized value is W 1 (µ 0 ) = 2µ 0 (1 − µ 0 ).
Consider now the problem for T > 1, starting at period 0 (which can be embedded as the last T periods of a longer problem). We can derive two first-order conditions for optimality of the posteriors (µ l , µ h ), holding the prior µ 0 constant. 33 First, consider moving the pair (µ l , µ h ) in the direction d(µ l , µ h ) = (1, − 1−p p ), i.e., moving the posteriors toward one another along the line that keeps p, the probability of µ h constant. The derivative of the objective function in this direction is the inner product d(µ l , µ h ) · (1 − p)f T (µ l ; µ 0 ), pf T (µ h ; µ 0 ) .
At an optimum this derivative must be non-positive, and equal to zero in the case of an interior optimum, i.e.
with equality when 0 < µ l < µ h < 1. Expanding the derivatives of f T (·), this translates to
with equality in the interior. This condition illustrates the tradeoff in determining whether to reveal more informative signals, increasing current surprise while decreasing the "stock" of future surprises.
To derive an additional first-order condition, consider moving µ l closer to µ 0 , holding µ h constant. The derivative of the objective function in this direction is dp
which must be non-positive at an optimum and equal to zero when µ l > 0. Substituting
and dp dµ l = µ t − µ h (µ h − µ l ) 2 and re-arranging, we obtain df dµ l (µ l ; µ 0 ) ≤ f T (µ h ; µ 0 ) − f T (µ l ; µ 0 ) µ h − µ l or, directly in terms of p and W T −1 ,
with equality when µ l is interior. This condition connects the marginal gain in continuation value at µ l with the "average" continuation value. According to the condition, the larger the difference between these two measures, the larger should be the probability (1 − p) of
With these two conditions we can solve the surprise problems for T = 2 and T = 3.
First, recall that W 1 (µ) = 2µ(1 − µ), so that W 1 (µ) = 2 − 4µ. Then, to solve to problem for T = 2 we use Equation 3 to derive 2 − 4µ l − (1 − 4µ h ) = 2 or µ h − µ l = 1/2 at an interior optimum. Substituting this equation into Equation 4 yields, after some algebra, µ l = µ 0 − 1/4, implying that for any µ 0 ∈ [1/4, 3/4] the optimal signal is symmetric with µ l = µ 0 − 1/4 and µ h = µ 0 + 1/4. In particular, note that when the prior is µ 0 = 3/4, there is full revelation of the state 1, i.e., µ h = 1 in the first period.
Indeed, when the prior µ 0 ≥ 3/4, there is no interior solution and Equation 3 holds with a strict inequality. In that case we have µ h = 1 and W 1 (µ h ) = 0, which by Equation 4 yields µ l = p = 1 − √ 1 − µ 0 . By symmetry, when µ 0 < 1/4 we have µ l = 0 and µ h = √ µ 0 .
This gives the following value function: .
The surprise-maximizing prior is µ 0 = 1/2, after which the optimal signals are (µ l , µ h ) =
(1/4, 3/4) in the first period followed by full revelation in the last period.
For the T = 3 problem, fix a prior to of 1/2. It can be verified that W 2 (·) is differentiable 34 and so the first order conditions apply. By symmetry, the optimal signal starting from a prior µ 0 = 1/2 is also symmetric and thus Equation 4 reduces to 
A.2 Proof of Proposition 3
Proof of Proposition 3. As shown by (Mertens and Zamir, 1977, Equation (3.5) ) the function φ satisfies the differential equation φ (µ) = −1/φ(µ). We will make use of this fact below, e.g., in observing that φ is concave.
Optimal policies are history-independent conditional on the current belief and the number of periods remaining, so without loss of generality we will show that |µ 1 − µ 0 | < for any µ 0 , if the number of periods T is large enough. In particular we will show that µ l converges to µ 0 as T gets large, and that this convergence is uniform over µ 0 . 36 The argument 34 In particular, the left and right derivatives at 1/4 and 3/4 are equal. 35 From the expression for W2(µ), we see that W2(µ) ≤ 1/8 + 2µ(1 − µ) for each µ; it is equal on the interval [ ] and below at other points. In other words, W2(µ) ≤ . 36 There may exist optimal policies that are not binary. If we take µ l to be the infimum of all points in Figure 11 : The dotted line shows a possible f (µ ; µ) curve as a function of µ and the dashed line shows its concavificationf (µ ; µ). For any f bounded between the blue curves, µ l must be greater than µ b . 
B.1 Number of Games in a Finals Series
B.2 Political Primaries
Consider two states, i and j, which are holding consecutive primaries. Without loss of generality, suppose that i has weakly more delegates than j: n i ≥ n j . Candidate A has a probability p i of winning state i, and a probability p j of winning state j.
Let s i and s j indicate the winners of the respective state primaries, A or B. Given past states' primary outcomes and taking expectations over the future states' primary outcomes, let Candidate A have a probability µ s i s j of winning the nomination given vote realizations s i and s j .
We seek to show that suspense and surprise are identical whether i votes before j or after. If we cannot affect expected suspense or surprise by swapping any such pair of states, then the suspense and surprise must be independent of the order of votes.
By the structure of the game, the candidate who wins a primary has a weakly higher chance of winning the nomination. That implies a monotonicity condition µ BB ≤ µ BA , µ AB ≤ µ AA . Because n i ≥ n j , it also holds that µ BA ≤ µ AB .
Given these definitions, the belief prior to the two primaries is (1 − p i )(1 − p j )µ BB + p i (1 − p j )µ AB + (1 − p i )p j µ BA + p i p j µ AA . If state i has its primary first, then the belief conditional on outcome s i is p j µ s i A + (1 − p j )µ s i B . If state j has its primary first, then the belief conditional on outcome s j is p i µ As j + (1 − p i )µ Bs j .
After some algebra we can express the expected surprise associated with either ordering as follows.
2 (1 − p j )p j (µ BA − µ BB ) − p 2 i (−1 + p j )µ BB + µ AB − p j (µ BA + µ AB − µ AA ) + p i (−1 + p j ) 2 µ BB − µ AB − (−2 + p j )p j (µ BA + µ AB − µ AA ) .
For either ordering, the expected suspense payoff is
